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### Report
#### Section 1 Relay Talk
"Damage of Infrastructure and Memory of Restoration."
The former administrators who was in charge of restoring infrastructure after the Hanshin-Awaji great earthquake lectured their experience and we all shared the reflection and lessons of infrastructure collapse.

#### Section 2 Case Representation
"Influence which the infrastructure damage gave to Municipalities' counter-measures"
Each public organization lectured the experience of their activity and the future counter-measure. The almost-unknown approach of public organizations was introduced.

Now the approach of non-governmental section is very high-lighted in the world. It was suggested that the counter-measure of governmental section should be revealed to make the people understood.

#### Section 3 Panel Discussion
At the beginning, Professor Kawata provided with information on Tonankai-Nankai earthquake Tsunami and the Indian Ocean Tsunami. Then panelists discussed on the necessity of long-term strategy for next 100 years, of redundancy to avoid from the danger of concentration to Tokyo and of community’s understandings and participation.
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